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Thermodynamic instability in supersaturated lysozyme solutions: Effect of salt and role
of concentration fluctuations
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Experimental and theoretical work has suggested that protein crystal nucleation can be affected by the
separation of two metastable liquid phases with different local concentrations, or more specifically by critical
density fluctuations. We measure the amplitude and correlation length of local concentration fluctuations by
light scattering for supersaturated solutions of hen egg-white lysozyme~at pH 4.5 and at different NaCl
concentrations, up to 7% w/v!. By extrapolating the critical divergent behavior of concentration fluctuation
amplitude versus temperature, we determine the spinodal line, that is the limit of stability. Cloud-point mea-
surements are used to determine liquid-liquid coexistence, consistent with previous work. In the present work,
which is an extensive study of off-critical fluctuations in supersaturated protein solution, we observe a non-
classical scaling divergent behavior of the correlation length of concentration fluctuations, thus suggesting that
off-critical fluctuations may have a role in crystallization kinetics. To appropriately fit the spinodal data, an
entropic term must be added to the van der Waals or to the adhesive hard-sphere model. We interpret this
contribution as due to the salt-induced modulation of protein hydration.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.011904 PACS number~s!: 87.15.Nn, 64.70.Ja, 87.15.Ya, 64.10.1h
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mechanisms that control protein association and nu
ation are important to many fields such as pathological p
tein deposition in neurodegenerative diseases@1#, industrial
separation processes by salt-induced precipitation, pro
crystallization@2#, or protein gelation~relevant, e.g., in the
food industry!. However, the interactions leading to prote
aggregation or crystallization, and eventual precipitation,
not clearly understood. For instance, protein crystallizati
which is a major bottleneck in determining protein thre
dimensional structure, is still achieved by semiempiri
~time-consuming! methods, often depending on the cryst
lographer’s skills.

An experimental route to the study of protein interactio
includes the determination of phase diagrams and the s
of phase transitions which drive a metastable protein solu
towards the stable equilibrium state in which large agg
gates, crystals, or precipitates coexist with the solution. T
ordering transition from the homogeneous solution to
equilibrium coexistence of solid and liquid phases can
volve other metastable intermediate states. Indeed, phase
grams of some proteins exhibit a liquid-liquid coexisten
region, that is, a range of temperatures and concentration
which two liquid phases with different local concentratio
can be formed. This was first observed by Ishimoto a
Tanaka in lysozyme solutions@3#, and subsequently found i
other proteins and under different conditions@4–14#. In
some cases~lysozyme, g-crystallin!, liquid-liquid coexist-
ence is metastable with respect to crystallization@3–12#.

*Electronic addresses: mauro@iaif.pa.cnr.it,
mauro.manno@pa.ibf.cnr.it
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Metastability of liquid-liquid coexistence has been cla
fied by work on colloids@15–17#. Such studies have pointe
out that the range of attraction between colloids in solut
may be the basic parameter in the determination of the ph
diagram. Further theoretical studies have shown that by
ducing the range of the attraction potential, the liquid-liqu
phase transition becomes more and more hindered by
solid-liquid coexistence line@18–21#. Indeed, proteins typi-
cally crystallize under condition where electrostatic intera
tions are screened by salt cosolutes.

Crystallization conditions for many proteins lie in a na
row range of values of the second virial coefficient~crystal-
lization slot! @22#. An interpretation of the crystallization slo
based on the~short-range! adhesive hard-spheres model, h
pointed out that crystallization may be enhanced close to
critical point of a liquid-liquid phase transition@19#. In gen-
eral, liquid-liquid metastable phase transitions affect the
netics of protein association@23# by altering crystal nucle-
ation rates in the region of liquid-liquid stability@24–27# or
by preceding crystallization with nucleation or spinodal d
mixing @28–31#.

However, many other questions remain open. For
ample, the effect of high ionic strength~required for crystal-
lization! cannot be explained in the framework of classic
DLVO theory@32,33#. Also, simulations and theoretical stud
ies have shown that critical concentration fluctuations n
the critical point may reduce the free-energy barrier for cr
tal nucleation@34–36#, but the role of off-critical fluctuations
is not clear. Liquid-liquid phase transitions have been s
gested to have an analogous role in the aggregation or g
tion of protein solutions@13,14,37#.

In the present work, we initiate a study of the liquid-liqu
instability curve and the behavior of fluctuations in sup
saturated lysozyme solutions at various NaCl concentratio
Knowledge of the complete phase diagram at different
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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concentrations should provide a clue for understanding
interactions involved. Further, concentration fluctuatio
should grow close to the liquid-liquid instability curve~spin-
odal curve!, as well as to the critical point@38,39#. Thus, an
extensive characterization of their behavior near the liqu
liquid instability can shed light on the role of fluctuations
the overall crystallization process.

We have performed static and dynamic light scatter
experiments at several protein and salt concentrations.
started from the same experimental conditions set in
work of Mushol and Rosenberger@11#, who show the most
complete phase diagram for three NaCl concentrations
measuring both the liquid-liquid~cloud-points! and the solid-
liquid ~solubility! coexistence curves. We found that both t
amplitude and correlation length of concentration fluctu
tions diverge as the temperature is lowered from above
cloud-point temperature. By extrapolating the scaling beh
ior of this divergence we determined the spinodal tempe
ture for each concentration.

The correlation length of concentration fluctuations w
found to exhibit a divergent scaling behavior even in a reg
not so close to the thermodynamic instability. This sugge
that fluctuations could have a critical role in crystallizati
kinetics also at off-critical concentrations. Interestingly, w
find that this divergence is given by a nonclassical expon
n50.6360.03, while compressibility diverges with a class
cal exponentg51.060.01. This puzzling result is discusse
in the paper.

Finally, spinodal lines have been fit by representing p
tein interactions by two similar models which take into a
count steric repulsion, short-range attraction, and long-ra
interactions. The essential role of an entropic contribut
due to hydration forces clearly emerges from our analy
and it suggests that salting-out operates via a modulatio
such hydration effect~consistently with other results o
lysozyme solutions@10,12#!.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Sample preparation

Lysozyme is a globular protein with an approximately
lipsoidal shape, a molecular mass of 14 400 Dalton~129 resi-
dues! and volumevp5(p/6)45330330 Å3. Hen egg-white
lysozyme~three times crystallized, dialyzed and lyophilyze!
was purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. and used with
further purification. All other chemicals were reagent gra
The buffer solution was 0.1 M sodium acetate and acetic a
in freshly prepared Millipore Super-Q water, atpH54.5.
The pH value was readjusted after dissolution of either 3
4%, 5%, or 7%~w/v! NaCl.

Lysozyme solutions were prepared by the following p
cedure@11#. Protein powder was directly dissolved in buff
solution, gently tapped, and heated in warm water~ca.
45 °C) to expedite protein dissolution and keep the sam
well above the temperature of liquid-liquid metastabili
Sample was centrifuged at 8000 g for 10 min to remo
small amounts of undissolved material and air bubbles,
then directly filtered into a quartz cell through a 0.22mm
Millipore syringe filter.
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A small aliquot (50–100m l) of sample was diluted with
buffer solution for UV absorption spectroscopy measu
ments~Jasco J-530 spectrometer! in order to determine the
sample concentration. The extinction coefficient f
lysozyme at 280 nm was taken ase28052.64 (cm mg/ml)21

@40#. The protein volume fractionf was obtained by multi-
plying mass concentrationcp by the partial specific volume
of lysozymev050.703 (ml/g) @40#.

B. Experiments

Static and dynamic light scattering experiments were p
formed at different protein and salt concentrations. Samp
were placed in a thermostated cell compartment of
Brookhaven Instruments BI200-SM goniometer. The te
perature was controlled within 0.05 °C by using a therm
stated recirculating bath. Starting from well above the te
perature of liquid-liquid metastability, a downwar
temperature scanning was performed at a fixed rate betw
3 and 5 °C/hour. The scanning rate was chosen as a g
compromise between a sufficiently slow rate to allow th
mal equilibration of the sample before each measure an
sufficiently fast one to avoid the occurrence of crystal nuc
ation.

The scattered light intensity, at 90°, and its time autoc
relation function g2(t) were measured by using
Brookhaven BI-9000 correlator and a 100 mW Ar laser tun
at l05514.5 nm. A photodiode positioned at 0° was used
collect forward scattered light and to measure the sam
turbidity.

Autocorrelation functions g2(t) were found to be
well fitted by a single exponential functiong2(t)51
1uA exp(2t/t)u2, wheret is the correlation~or relaxation!
time of a diffusional process, related to single Brownian m
ecules or to local concentration fluctuations. It can be sho
~and it was, in fact, verified for the present case at hig
temperatures! that for a diffusional process,t215Dq2,
where D is the apparent diffusion coefficient andq is the
scattering vector@which depends upon the scattering angleu
by the relationq54pñl0

21sin(u/2), whereñ is the medium
refractive index@41##. The quality of the single exponentia
fit and the stability of amplitudeA were carefully checked in
order to confidently rule out the measurements affected
the occurrence of crystal nucleation or by the formation
larger clusters.

The behavior of the solution viscosity during the tempe
ture scan was checked in one case (f50.10,5% w/v NaCl!
by using a stress-controlled AR-1000 rheometer~TA instru-
ments, UK! equipped with a standard-size double concen
aluminum cylinder. As expected, no divergent behavior
viscosity was observed in our temperature range, and th
constant value equal to the background viscosity of s
water solutions has been assumed.

III. DETERMINATION OF PHASE DIAGRAMS

A. Liquid-liquid coexistence: Cloud points

A typical temperature scanning experiment is shown
Fig. 1. Both the scattered intensity and correlation time
4-2
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THERMODYNAMIC INSTABILITY IN SUPERSATURATED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 011904 ~2003!
crease by lowering the temperature, while the turbidity
essentially constant. At a certain temperature, the transm
intensity suddenly drops to a very low value and the sam
becomes turbid or ‘‘cloudy’’~cloud point!. Dynamic and
static light scattering measurements are not possible bey
this point due to multiple scattering.

At each given concentration, the cloud-point temperat
marks the onset of the liquid-liquid phase separation. Inde
sample opacity is due to fast formation of domains of hig
and lower protein local concentration, which leads to
coexistence of two liquid phases with different local conce
trations and equal pressure and chemical potential:P(f1)
5P(f2), m(f1)5m(f2) @42#. These relations define, in th
temperature-concentration plane, the so-called binodal li

Our experimental cloud points are reported in Fig. 2~to-
gether with spinodal points, to be discussed in the follow
section!. They are in full agreement with the results
Mushol and Rosenberger@11# for NaCl concentrations of 3
5, and 7% w/v. The binodal points for the case of 4% w
NaCl are reported here for the first time, to the best of
knowledge, and they essentially extend and confirm the
vious work.

FIG. 1. Typical temperature scanning experiment (NaCl 5
w/v, f50.056). Squares: 90° scattered intensity. Circles: relaxa
time t, as obtained from correlation function. Solid line: turbidi
A5 log10(Ii /I0°), where I i is incident intensity andI 0° is forward
scattered intensity.
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Within the framework of phase transition theory, the d
ference between the concentrations of two coexisting pha
can be seen as a~nonzero! order parameter@43#. Thus, near
the critical point, the binodal line can be described by t
following scaling relation:

Ufc2f

fc
U5AS Tc2T

Tc
D b

, ~1!

whereTc and fc are, respectively, the critical temperatu
and volume fraction,A is a constant, andb is a critical
exponent.

In Fig. 2 we have reported the binodal lines as describ
by Eq. ~1!, with b50.325, fc50.177 andTc532.5, 22.5,
15.0, and 8.1°C, respectively, for@NaCl#57%, 5%, 4%, 3%
w/v. This value of the critical exponentb is consistent with
that obtained by renormalization-group calculations, wh
mean-field theory would predictb50.5 @44#. A nonclassical
value for b has been found in analogous experiments
lysozyme or other proteins@5,10,11#. The values for bothfc
andTc are taken according to the results of Ref.@11#; yet, as
already noted by those authors, a clear-cut choice of crit
volume fraction is difficult due to the broad, flat maxima
binodal lines. Also, since our experimental data span a ra
of concentration which is not so close to the critical poi
and due to the difficulty in determining the critical point, w
believe that the observed value forb is not definitive, and
could be improved by further experiments.

B. Limit of stability: Spinodal points

The condition for equilibrium stability in solutions is sa
isfied if @42#:

S ]m

]n D
T,P

>0, ~2!

wherem is the solute chemical potential andn is the molar

n

-

-
d

FIG. 2. Phase diagrams at dif
ferent NaCl concentrations:~a!
7% , ~b! 5% , ~c! 4% , and~d! 3%
w/v. Cloud-point ~open squares!
and spinodal~circles! experimen-
tal data. Solid and dashed lines re
produce, respectively, binodal an
spinodal curves as in Eq.~1!, with
b50.325.
4-3
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FIG. 3. Divergences of scat
tered intensity at different protein
and salt concentrations. Soli
lines are linear fits to data.~a!
NaCl 7% w/v; protein volume
fractions ~from up to down!: f
50.039, 0.040, 0.051, 0.065
0.076, 0.079, 0.091, 0.097, 0.118
0.096, 0.097, and 0.119.~b! NaCl
5% w/v; f50.032, 0.056, 0.075,
0.087, 0.109, 0.110, 0.119, an
0.138. ~c! NaCl 4% w/v; f
50.027, 0.038, 0.036, 0.036
0.048, 0.049, 0.050, 0.079, 0.064
0.085, 0.097, 0.108, 0.109, 0.113
and 0.127.~d! NaCl 3% w/v. f
50.042, 0.049, 0.085, 0.99
0.126, and 0.115.
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fraction. The boundary of thermodynamic stability, or sp
odal line, is defined by the equality in Eq.~2! or equivalently,

VS ]P

]VD
T

5kT
2150, ~3!

where kT is the isothermal compressibility relative to o
motic pressureP.

Starting from the region of thermodynamic stability, th
spinodal line is not experimentally accessible since it is h
den below the coexistence line, except at the critical po
where the system undergoes a second-order phase trans
By approaching the critical point, several thermodynam
quantities exhibit a power law divergence@43#; in particular,
the isothermal compressibility diverges with a critical exp
nent g. It is evident from Eq.~3! that compressibility di-
verges at each point on the spinodal line, yet from the the
of phase transitions it is difficult to predict whether the sa
scaling behavior applies off the critical point.

It has been proposed that the scaling behavior shown
thermodynamic quantity along the critical isochore can
extended to any isochore with respect to the spinodal t
peratureTsp(f) ~pseudospinodal hypothesis! @38#. For ex-
ample, for the isothermal compressibility

kT5k0UT2Tsp~f!

Tsp~f!
U2g

, ~4!

wherek0 is a constant amplitude andg is the critical expo-
nent@39#. This equation provides an experimental method
obtain the spinodal temperature by extrapolating the div
gent behavior of a thermodynamic quantity measured in
region of stability. It has been pointed out that the existe
of a pseudospinodal line characterized by non-mean-field
ponents would imply a singularity in the equation of state
the near-critical region@45–47#. Thus, the concept of the
pseudospinodal deserves more study, also in order to cla
if it actually coincides with the limit of stability@39#. This
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notwithstanding, the method has been successfully applie
various liquid systems, from binary mixture@45,48# to pro-
tein @3,13,14# and other biopolymeric solutions@49#.

Isothermal compressibility can be easily determined
light scattering experiments@41#. It is proportional to the
structure functionS(q) at zero scattering vectorq50:

kT

kT
0

5S~0!, kT
05

1

rkBT
, ~5!

wherekT
0 is the ideal gas compressibility,r is the number

concentration, andkB is the Boltzmann constant. On th
other hand, the structure function is determined from
following scattered intensityI (q) for objects whose size is
much smaller than the wavelength of incident light:

I ~q!5S~q!I 0H, ~6!

whereI 0 is a constant related to experimental conditions a
H5@2pñ(dñ/dc)l0

22#2NA
21cM with molar massM, mass

concentrationc, medium refractive indexñ, incident wave-
lengthl0, and Avogadro’s numberNA .

The relation between the divergence of scattered inten
and the spinodal temperature results from Eqs.~4!–~6!. In
particular, when the critical exponent has a mean-field va
(g51), one obtains the following expression, which allow
for a straightforward extrapolation of inverse intensity:

const.

I ~0!
5

1

Tsp~f!
2

1

T
. ~7!

In our experiments we actually foundg51. In Fig. 3 data
are plotted as in Eq.~7!, and the spinodal temperature
calculated by linear fitting. The obtained spinodal points
plotted in Fig. 2.

Extrapolation of the scattered intensity to zero angle co
be tricky in many cases, especially near the critical po
4-4
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However, in a wide range of temperature above the crit
point, the classic Ornstein-Zernike~OZ! expression holds
@43#:

S~q!5
S~0!

@11~qj!2#12h/2
. ~8!

Herej is the correlation length of concentration fluctuatio
and h is the critical exponent introduced by Fisher to ta
into account deviations from mean-field OZ theory (h50)
@50#. In our experiments we have measured both the
scattered intensity~with q50.023 nm21) and the correlation
length which is calculated from the correlation function~as
will be made clear in the following section!. Since experi-
ments were never brought too close to the spinodal temp
ture, the values of correlation length never exceeded a
tens of nanometer, so that in most casesqj,1. Thus, the
correction due to the OZ factor introduces only a slight c
rection in the extrapolation procedure. The difference in
spinodal temperatures, obtained either by using the OZ fa
or by ignoring it, was taken as an error estimate and is
ported as such in Fig. 2~when larger than point size!.

IV. DIVERGENCE OF CONCENTRATION FLUCTUATIONS

The observed increase and divergence of compressib
on approaching the spinodal line, is accompanied by an
crease in the correlation timet, measured by dynamic ligh
scattering~Fig. 1!. This correlation time, as already recalle
in Sec. II, is related to diffusional relaxation of concentrati
fluctuation through an effective diffusion coefficientD
5 lim

q→0
(tq2)21 @41#. The relation between the correlatio

length of concentration fluctuationsj and diffusion coeffi-
cientD is given by simple hydrodynamic predictions as w
as by a zeroth order mode-mode coupling approach@43,51#,
and it is formally equivalent to the classic Stokes-Einst
law for a Brownian solute of radiusj:

D5
kBT

6ph0j
, ~9!

whereh0 is the bulk viscosity.
From the pseudospinodal hypothesis, it follows that

correlation length should diverge critically with a critical e
ponentn while approaching the spinodal temperature;

j5j0UT2Tsp~f!

Tsp~f!
U2n

. ~10!

Diffusion coefficients obtained from dynamic light sca
tering experiments have been fit by using Eqs.~9! and ~10!
for each salt and protein concentration. In the first runj0 ,
Tsp , andn were left as free parameters. Best-fit values
the critical exponentn were all spread within the rang
0.60–0.66, with a strong preference of value 0.63~as in Ref.
@4#!. Therefore, the fitting procedure was repeated by ke
ing n constant and equal to the found average valuen
50.63. The values of parameterj0 are of the order of mo-
lecular sizej051.060.2 nm, with a slight increasing tren
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towards higher concentrations, and the values of spino
temperatures are in acceptable agreement with those fo
by the compressibility extrapolation~Fig. 3!; the differences
between the two calculated spinodal sets are taken as a
appropriate error estimate, and reported as such for su
quent analyses~Sec. V!.

By using fitting parameters, data have been rescaled
the master curve shown in Fig. 4. The striking scaling
correlation lengths seems to be a robust signature of the c
cal dynamic behavior of these protein solutions on approa
ing the limit of stability.

A question arises from a comparison with results sho
in the preceding section~on static light scattering data!,
where the critical exponentg has a mean-field value (g
51). This can actually be expected, since the tempera
range in our experiments stays well above the spinodal l
and far from the critical point. Nevertheless, the other criti
exponent n has a value which is consistent wit
renormalization-group calculation (n50.63) while in mean-
field approximation it would ben50.5 @44#. Values of the
exponentsg andn would be fully consistent by assuming
value for exponenth, which appears in Eq.~8!, of about
0.41, in order to satisfy Fisher equalityg5n(22h) @50#.
The value ofh is very difficult to measure if correlation
length j is not sufficiently large, that is, if the experimen
are not driven very close to spinodal temperature or to
critical point. However, the typical experimental values r
ported in literature forh are, at least, an order of magnitud
lower than 0.41.

We tried to deal with this question by considering a le
severe approximation in the context of mode-mode coup
approach, by including a background and a critical term
the correlation length expression@51,52#. We report in the
Appendix such results.

An attempt to rationalize this non-mean-field behav
can be issued by the following qualitative argument th

FIG. 4. Scaling of correlation lengths (j) at different salt and
protein concentrations (n50.63). NaCl concentration~from up to
down!: 7%, 5%, 4%, and 3% w/v. Factorf 52cs23, wherecs is salt
concentration in % w/v, has been used to visually separate each
concentration. Protein concentrations are the same as reporte
Fig. 3.
4-5
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FIG. 5. Fitting of spinodal
points. Experimental data: NaC
7% w/v ~circles!, 5% w/v
~squares!, 4% w/v ~triangles!, and
3% w/v ~diamonds!. Solid lines
are spinodal predictions obtaine
as described in the text for two
reference models:~a! van der
Waals @Eqs. ~12! and ~13!#, and
~b! Adhesive Hard-Spheres@Eqs.
~14!, ~17!, ~18!, and~21!#. Dashed
lines are spinodal curves with
zero perturbative entropy.
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would need a more solid theoretical foundation. Mean-fi
behavior of a diverging thermodynamic quantity is related
the difference between the experimental temperatureT and
the critical temperatureTsp . The crossover from mean-fiel
to fluctuation dominated behavior in the context
Ginzburg-Landau theory of phase transition is stated by
Ginzburg criterion which indicates at what reduced tempe
ture tG5uT2Tcu/Tc the breakdown of the Gaussian~mean-
field! approximation occurs@44#. Moreover, the crossover i
not necessarily the same for all thermodynamic quantit
The crossover temperature is roughly given bytG
;(u4 /l)6 @53#, whereu4 is the first nonGaussian term i
Landau-Ginzburg free energy in units of@kBT# andl is the
ratio between the range of interaction and the molecular s
The termu4 is typically of order unity, thus crossover i
mainly due to the relative range of molecular interactio
tG;l26. Thus, we could argue that the correlation functi
of critical fluctuations and the related correlation length
mainly sensitive to solution structure as determined by sh
range interactions@l;O(1)#. Thus, our experimental tem
peratures would be fully within the Ginzburg region, and w
would correctly observe a non-mean-field value forn. On
the other hand, compressibility is probably sensitive to m
long-range~bulk! properties of solution, since it is related
the structure function in the hydrodynamic limitq50.
Therefore, it could be acceptable to observe a mean-fi
scaling behavior even very close to critical temperature.

V. MODELING MOLECULAR INTERACTIONS

Knowledge of the spinodal line offers a great advantage
determining protein-protein interactions in solutions. Inde
an analytic expression for the spinodal line can be deri
from the equation of state or from the density correlat
function, or from any thermodynamic quantity which allow
calculating an expression for the isothermal compressib
kT @Eqs.~3!–~5!#.

A simple equation of state, that actually owes an endur
success to its capability of describing liquid-vapor equilibr
is the classical van der Waals equation. This is a mean-fi
equation which takes into account, approximately, both
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cluded volume effects and effects of attractive intermolecu
forces; it can be used to represent solute-solute ‘‘me
force’’ interactions in solution after averaging over the s
vent degrees of freedom. The van der Waals model yields
following expressions for pressureP and theq50 structure
function S(0) of a system of particles of volumevs @39#:

vsbP5
f

12bf
2baf2, ~11!

S~0!215
1

~12bf!2
22baf, ~12!

whereb5(kBT)21. The positive constantsa and b are re-
lated to the critical volume fraction and temperature,fc
5(3b)21, andTc5(8/9)fca/kB .

Expression~12! was not sufficient to correctly account fo
the shape of our experimental spinodals, thus we tried
generalize the model. Here, we have modified the van
Waals equation in an analogy to what has been proposed
polymer solutions@54#. Indeed, constanta ~whose dimen-
sions are energy per particle per unit volume fraction! repre-
sents a mean-field interaction and thus it is, essentially,
lated to a free energy more than to an actual energy, sin
implies an average over many degrees of freedom. He
parametera can be reasonably modified by including both
energetic~or enthalpic! and an entropic term@55#,

a5h2Ts. ~13!

The critical volume fraction is not changed by this genera
zation, while the critical temperature becomesTc
5g(8/9)fc(h/kB), whereg5@11(8/9)fcs/kB#21.

Spinodal lines can be calculated by equating to z
S(0)21 in Eq. ~12!. In Fig. 5~a! such curves fit our experi
mental data. As in Fig. 2, the same critical volume fracti
has been usedfc50.177 and Tc532.5, 22.5, 15.0, and
8.1 °C respectively for@NaCl#57%, 5%, 4%, and 3% w/v.
The other parameters are listed in Table I.

This generalized van der Waals model seems able to
ture some main features that explain the liquid-liquid pha
4-6
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TABLE I. Fitting parameters for spinodal lines in Fig. 5: van der Waals~vdw! @Eqs.~12! and ~13!# and
Adhesive Hard-Sphere~AHS! @Eqs.~14!, ~17!, ~18!, and~21!# model.

vdW AHS (l51.05)
cs b h a s b Q c u a h a s b Q c

7% 1.88 75615 0.2460.05 44 0.20 7461 0.2360.03 39
5% 1.88 85630 0.2760.10 32 0.20 9061 0.2960.04 27
4% 1.88 95640 0.3260.10 23 0.20 9661 0.3260.04 19
3% 1.88 60620 0.2260.08 19 0.02 6061 0.2060.04 16

a@Kcal/mol/K#.
b@Kcal/mol#.
c@°C# At Q temperatureB250.
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transition in our protein solutions, though it is not able
represent the liquid-solid coexistence, which is the act
equilibrium state in these systems. Indeed, in the van
Waals model, repulsive interactions are treated in a very s
plified way.

An alternative approach, based on standard perturba
theories, can be used to describe equations of state and p
equilibria in simple liquids@56#. In this approach, weak o
long-range interactions are treated perturbatively with
spect to a reference potential which typically includes
cluded volume effects and short-range attraction, and is c
sidered explicitly in all calculations. Equations for pressureP
and structure function at zeroq vectorS(0) read

vsbP5vsbP02baf, ~14!

S~0!215S0~0!2122baf, ~15!

where, subscript 0 denotes the reference quantities,vs
5s3p/6 is the solute volume,f is the volume fraction, and
b5(kBT)21. If one deals with a long-range potentialw(rW)
representing the interaction between two particles at dista
urWu then, in the Random Phase Approximation, parametea
~corresponding to the van der Waals attraction term! repre-
sents the perturbation energy density per unit volume fr
tion and is given bya5(2vs)

21*w(rW)drW @56#.
As to the reference potential, the easier choice is to mo

the system as hard spheres, neglecting other types of at
tion @6#. For such a system, explicit expressions for bo
pressure and compressibility have been derived, via
Percus-Yevick approximation@56# or the Carnahan-Starling
formula @57#. However, both these approximations yield
critical volume fraction which is around 0.13 and thus th
oddly reproduce previous and present results on lysoz
solutions@3,7,10,11#.

In the last decade, the existence of a liquid-liquid pha
transition, metastable with respect to solid-liquid coexiste
in protein or colloidal solutions, has been explained by m
eling solute interactions through a short-range attractive
tential @15,16,18,19,21#. There is also a growing experimen
tal evidence that short-range interactions are importan
determining some properties of such solutions, especiall
low concentrations and high ionic strength@58–60#, even if
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long-range forces~van der Waals attraction, electrostatic r
pulsion, etc.! also contribute in determining the phase d
gram @61–63#.

Here we consider the case of a square-well potential fo
spherical particle with a hard core of diameters and a range
of interactionls given as

vsw~r !5H `, r ,s

2u, s<r<ls

0, ls,r .

~16!

In the limit of an infinitely narrow and deep well~Adhesive
Hard Spheres! Baxter derived, in the Percus-Yevick approx
mation, an explicit expression for compressibility@64#:

S0~0!215
~112f2m!2

~12f!4
, ~17!

where

m5
b2Ab2212f26f2

f~12f!
, b56t~12f!16f ~18!

and

t215 lim
l→1
u→`

12
l21

l
ebu. ~19!

The so-called stickiness parametert indicates deviation of
the second virial coefficientB2 from that of hard spheres:

B2

B2
HS

512
1

4t
. ~20!

The same expression for compressibility holds for
square-well potential to zero order in (12l21) @65#, with
the following mapping of stickiness into square-well para
eters:

t2154~l321!~ebu21!. ~21!

We used adhesive hard spheres as a reference system
Eqs. ~14!, ~17!, ~18!, and ~21! to fit our spinodal data, as
shown in Fig. 5~b!. The value ofl has been fixed to 1.05
4-7
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~which is reasonable for lysozyme in such conditions!. The
value of potentialu is critical to determine the position of th
critical volume fraction, and it has been fixed in order
obtainfc50.177. Fitting parameters are listed in Table I.

As evident from Table I, both the van der Waals and
Adhesive Hard-Sphere models give comparable fitting to
perimental data, with comparable parameter of the pertu
tive ~long range?! attractive part. What is relevant in bot
cases is the presence of the entropic terms. In Fig. 5 a
typical curve withs50 has been reported for reference.
seems that this entropic contribution is essential to reprod
the correct width of experimental spinodal lines. Intere
ingly, both models yield comparable values of second vi
coefficients, as shown in Fig. 6 for a reference tempera
(25 °C), and in Table I, where theQ temperature has bee
reported, which is the temperature at which the solution
an ideal behavior (B250). In Fig. 6 experimental points fo
the direct measurement of the second virial coefficient
also reproduced from Ref.@19#. The comparison is notewor
thy if one considers that ourB2 data are derived through
quite indirect route. In fact, our calculatedB2 are all above
experimental values, yet salt concentration dependenc
well reproduced. We take this rough agreement as a fur
indication that our model is able to capture some basic
tures of the interactions involved.

From inspection of Table I, it also results that the effect
salt is in a subtle balance between the enthalpic and the
tropic term. These terms have a non-monotonic depende
upon salt concentrations. This interesting behavior is not
expected, since it matches analogous results on lysoz
solutions@10,12#. As to a recent simulation work, such no
monotonic behavior could be ascribed to the nonuniform d
tribution of charges on protein surface, and the correspo
ing nonuniform distribution of counterions@66#. A more de-
tailed physical explanation of this behavior can hardly
extracted from our data which actually claims for a mo
extensive study of this effect.

The model of hard spheres with short-range attracti
which sounds appropriate for colloids in solutions, cou
probably be improved for globular proteins, since they ha
a complex shape and a highly structured surface. O
model interactions have been proposed to incorporate hi

FIG. 6. Second virial coefficients vs salt concentration. Squa
and diamonds are calculated from parameters of spinodal line
Fig. 5~a! and Fig. 5~b!, respectively. Circles are experimental da
taken from Ref.@19#.
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directional interactions~sticky patches@67#, or aeolotropic
interactions@68–70#!. Our results clearly suggest the nee
for further modeling efforts to rationalize the width of th
instability region, that is, in our approach, to account for
‘‘entropic’’ term of typeTSf2 in the free energy per particle
of the system. For example, Warren has recently propose
interesting model which supplies an additive ‘‘entropic’’ ter
to compressibility by taking into account the mixing fre
energy of ions and counterions in salted solutions of char
proteins@71#; yet, at our salt concentrations this contributio
is too weak to account for the correct width of spinodal lin
In particular, a main ingredient, probably missing in curre
theories, is the explicit role of solvent, which we have im
plicitly considered in mean-field approximation. Hydroph
bicity and hydration are complex, nonadditive effects in b
logical molecules and it is a subtle matter to average th
out @72#.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, we have measured, by static
dynamic light scattering experiments, the amplitude of co
centration fluctuations and their correlation length, in so
tion of lysozyme atpH 4.5 and at different ionic strength
~NaCl concentrations of 3%, 4%, 5%, and 7% w/v!. Under
such conditions, and for a wide range of temperatures
concentrations, the equilibrium state is the coexistence
tween solid and liquid phases@2#. In supersaturated solu
tions, in which the crystal nucleation has not yet started,
solution is known to have a liquid-liquid phase transition th
affects the initial kinetics of crystal growth, and determin
solution properties@3,7,10–12#.

We found that both the amplitude and correlation leng
of fluctuations show a clear divergent behavior by approa
ing a given critical temperature. By extrapolating the critic
divergent behavior we have determined the limit of stabili
that is, the spinodal line. This procedure is grounded on
~pseudospinodal! hypothesis that thermodynamic quantiti
exhibit, with respect to spinodal points, the same scal
critical behavior that they show with respect to the critic
point @38#. This hypothesis has been given here strong
perimental support for the case of protein solution.

Cloud-point measurements were also used to determ
liquid-liquid coexistence phase boundary, consistent w
previous work@11#.

A mean-field exponentg51 has been found for the di
vergence of the amplitude of concentration fluctuations,
lated tokT . The correlation length of concentration fluctu
tions has been measured over a large range of concentra
off the critical point. It has been shown that correlatio
length exhibits the same scaling behavior towards spino
temperatures with a nonclassical exponentn50.6360.03.

The interesting discrepancy between a classical compr
ibility exponentg and a nonclassical correlation length e
ponentn has been discussed. At first, a classical expon
would be expected, since experiments cannot be perfor
too close to the spinodal temperatures due to the metas
liquid-liquid demixing and the eventual crystal nucleatio
Thus, we considered higher order hydrodynamic correcti

s
in
4-8
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~obtained in mode-mode coupling theory! so as to include a
background and a critical term in the correlation length
pression@51,52# ~see Appendix!. Within experimental errors
neither approach can be ruled out even if the scaling w
n50.63 has a much higher quality.

It has been shown that fluctuations close to the criti
point may be relevant in enhancing crystal nucleation@34#
due to their growing amplitude. Our experiments show t
off-critical fluctuations also exhibit divergent scaling beha
ior, and thus they may have a role in the crystallization p
cess that is yet to be worked out.

We have interpreted our experimental results by mode
protein interactions in solution. Two models have been us
a generalized van der Waals model, and the Adhesive H
Spheres model with perturbative long-range attraction. T
different roles of steric repulsion, short- and long-range
tractions has been extensively studied in literature@73#. What
emerges from our results is the existence of a perturba
entropic term that must be taken into account to appro
ately reproduce the width of the region of thermodynam
instability. We think that this contribution could be due to t
role of hydration water.

Our analysis explains the effect of salt in raising the te
perature of the thermodynamic instability and in causing p
tein salting-out as due to a subtle balance between enth
and entropic contributions to the free energy of prote
solvent mixing, consistent with the quasiphenomenolog
picture of salt competing with water for the hydration
protein.

As a concluding remark, we note that our results enha
our understanding of phase diagrams of protein solutions
of the role of fluctuations and salts, but they also prom
several intriguing questions to be addressed, both experim
tally and theoretically.
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APPENDIX: MODE-COUPLING APPROACH TO
CONCENTRATION FLUCTUATIONS

Here, we try to address the discrepancy between
mean-field value of exponentg and the nonclassical value o
exponentn by relaxing the hypothesis taken by applying E
~9!. A correction to hydrodynamics predictions was intr
duced by Botch and Fixman@45,74# by modifying the diffu-
sion coefficient in Eq.~9! with terms of higher order inq2;
the first-order correction leads to a OZ-like factor@1
1(jq)2#. As already noted in the preceding section, t
correction is irrelevant in our experiments sincejq is small.
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Moreover, it would not help in lowering the value of th
exponent towards the mean-field value. A correction t
could be, in principle, more relevant is predicted by mod
mode coupling theory by considering that the diffusion co
ficient, as well as other slowly varying transport coefficien
~e.g., viscosity!, result from the sum of a critical and a bac
ground contributionD5Dc1D0 @48,51,75#. In the OZ ap-
proximation the background and the critical contributions
the diffusion coefficient are respectively,@52,76#:

Db5
kBT

6ph0j

11j2q2

jqc
, Dc5

kBT

6phj

~11j2q2!z

K0~jq!z21
,

~A1!

whereqc
215jc5@6ph0j0 /(kBT)#a0k0

21j0 , a0 andh0 are,
respectively, the background concentration conductivity a
the background viscosity,j0 and k0, respectively, are the
amplitude of diverging correlation length and compressibil
@Eqs. ~4! and ~10!#, and K0(x)50.75x22@11x21(x3

2x21)arctan(x)# is the Kawasaki function@51#. In addition,
viscosity h diverges with the lawh5h0(uqcj)z, with u
;0.675 andz;0.054@52#.

For jq!1 Eqs.~A1! can be simplified to the form@75#

D5
kBT

6ph0j F11
jc

j G . ~A2!

Data were fitted by using the latter equation and Eq.~10!,
with the critical exponent fixed at the mean-field valuen
50.5 and the spinodal temperatures taken from best fits
Fig. 3. We foundj051.560.3 nm andjc52006100 nm.
The value ofjc is two orders of magnitude higher than m
lecular size, and it is a quite large value in comparison w
what found in binary mixtures@48,75# but comparable with
the value found in protein solutions@8#. In order to allow for
a comparison with master curves of Fig. 4, we have plot
data ~for one salt concentration! so as to clearly show the
scaling behavior by using the effective correlation lengthj* :

FIG. 7. Scaling of correlation lengths (j* ) at NaCl 7% w/v, by
taking into account both a critical and a background termn
50.5). Protein concentrations are the same as in Fig. 3 fof
.0.080.
4-9
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j0*

j*
5

j0

jc
F6ph0D

kBT
j0UT2Tsp

Tsp
U20.5

21G . ~A3!

For other salt concentrations considered in this work we
tained scalings of quality comparable to that of Fig. 7.
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The scaling behavior observed in this approach ha
poorer quality with respect to that observed by assumin
non-mean-field value of the critical exponentn. Thus, stick-
ing to the experimental facts, we can conclude that our
sults clearly show the existence of a dynamic scaling beh
ior in off-critical protein solutions, but a complete theoretic
description of this phenomenon is still missing.
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